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1

Introd uction

In filter implementation. the \'er~. first step after having \vritten the code consists in
checking errors. i.e. that the code runs \vell. that the structure used to implement the
filter is correct. In arder to do this check it is not necessaryto ha\"ea continuos stream
of data. nor that the data afe a refined sirnulation of the noise on \\"hich the filters
\vill reall~. \vork. It is enough to ha\'e sets of data. sa)' a fe\v houzs. representing the
mai n features of the expected noise. Producing these data is not such a difficult task
and it can be done in different \\"a~.s. \\.e ha\'e de\'eloped a straighfor\vard strategy
which is \\'ell suited far noise \vith spectral features such as those expeèt~~ for the
VIRGO interferometer. This utilit~' can be easil~'adapted to run on an~' platform. .-\t
present it is \\Titten in FORTR.-\~ and it has been inserted as an option in the menu
of our S\".-\G statistical environment program (Signal and \"oise far Gravitational
.-\ntennas) running on \ .~IS operating s~"sterns.
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N oise simulation

As long as signal and noise add up linearly. the so called -reconstructed h" output
or the antenna can be modeled as the sum of t\VOindependent contributions: 8(t)
due to the signal and n(t) due to the noise. The former depends on the shape of the
gra,"itational excitation h(t) and on the rotaI transfer function or the antenna + the
h-reconstruction technique. The latter depends onl)" on the noise spectrum. In fact.
if the noise is a gaussian process it is \\"ell kno\vn from elementar~' statistics that it
is completel~. determined in terrns of its mean and autoco,-ariance. The rnean or our
process is zero. thus the only information neededto construct the process is encoded
in its spectrum S(j ). In particular. the noise n(t} can be generated b~' feeding a
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gaussian zero rnean white noise into a s~.stern\vith transfer function .IV(j,,-'), such that
IN(j",') 12= S(ji.V). The phase information is irrelevant, and any process generated
by a system N'(ji.V) = ejO(w).V(ji.V)would be undistinguishable,
whatever the
value or ()(""').

2.1

Wideband

noise

In principle the procedure is trivial: fixed a sampling time. and given an array of
n real numbers, Ni, representing the spectrum from frequenc)' zero to the Nyquist
frequenc~', one must produce a set of n complex numbers. -\i, which is the FFT of
a fictitious real white zero mean gaussian noise. Then one computes li = -\i .Ni.
anti-FFT and gets an array of rea.! numbers which represent the time samples of the
noi se one wanted to simulate. Obviousl~. the arra~'s wili really bave 2 x n components,
but these can be built from the first n. in fact for the spectrum and for the arra)'
ri they afe the complex conjugate of the first n. In practise this procedure should
be iterated many times in order to produce large sets of data and to a\'oid having to
compute too large FFT's. But when the data afe divided in chunks, some care must
be put in how the different chunks afe connected, due to the fact that the FFT's
of the white noise data chunks do not come from a continuos time stream but afe
computed separatly in the frequency domain. \\~e bave obtained a smooth connection
by the following \vindowing procedure. If rim is the ith data of the mth chunk then gi
of the properly windo\ved stream is
1'Vj(21}
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is a normalization factor for the variance of the different samples. Other \vindowing
options than that of eq. 2 can also be used:
I,t"(l)' = ft',{1)2
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Figure 1: Wide band noise 1\' real arra)' used to simulate the da.ta.
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2.2 N arrow band noise
For a chunk a typicallength is n = 2048. that. sampled at lO kHz corresponds to
less than 0.2.) seconds of data. On the other hand. there exist peaks in the expected
noise spectrum of the \ 'IRGO antenna with correlation time which is much longer. For
example. the violin modes contributing to the thermal noi se at frequencies v(c) (n) = n.
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Figure 2: The \vide band noi se simulated data. zoomed in arder to see the high
frequency structure.
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32; and v(f)(n) = n.:308.6. with Q factors ofthe arder of 105,ha'"e TS,,'hich range from
"" 1 second to
100 seconds. \vhich are much longer than the durantion of a chunk.
The problem can be more easily rephrased by saying that the spectral resolution is
no,t high enough for the band\vidth of the peaks. The solution \ve have adopted is to
sum the noise contribution coming from the peaks directl~' to the complete time series
produced by the wide band noise. Each peak produces a real gaussian second order
process ,vhich can be built by taking the real part of a complex first order process Yi
Yi = ;rj + WYi-l

(8)

Xi is a \vhite gaussian complex noise process, w a complex number
I./.' -il1

-~t

-e

and ~t the sampling time.
produce the data 8:

er

(9)

Only three input parameters afe needed in order to
11

.the

frequency of the peak Vo =

.the

band-width of the peak .:lv =

2;r~t

1

.--27rT

.the

peak height in the spectrum u; = Speak

-lwI2)
T

In table 2.2 the frequencies, the time constants and the height of the peaks (in
~)

used for the data shown in figs. :3and 4, afe sho\"n.

vH=

The method outlined above is straightforward and its reliability is largely independent of the features of the spectrum, for example on how many peaks it has and on
\\'here the~' afe placed. This is due to its modularity which does not make it necessary
to adjust the parameters of the simulation in order to obtain the desired behaviour as
it would happen, for example. \"ith full AR simulations, \"here the number of needed
coefficients is closely connected to the required spectral features. This point is made
even more delicate by the fact that for the typical expected \ 1RGO spectrum a lot
of power densit~, is expected at lo", frequencies: up to five or six orders of magnitude
abo\'e the best sensitivity, thus making it difficult to optimize the simulation performance \vhile using a single algorithm. ~Ioreover computational time constraints may
become relevant in large number .-\.R coefficient simulations because in order to folio,v
such a large d~'namical range double precision calculations ma~' be necessary. Finaliy,
\ve remark that problems related to a large dynamical range \"ould show up in any
data handling stage thus making it advisable to lise some whitening technique on the
"h-reconstructed" data and ,vork ,vith a flatter spectrum. \vhich. by the \vay, is also
the first step in matched filtering procedures.
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Figure :3: Data from the noise spectrum not including (upper) and including peaks
(lo,,"er). In the latter case the high frequency contribution is more rele\'ant.
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Figure 4: The noi se obtained from the simulated data, \vithout and \vith peaks,
superimposed on the expected -N(jw)used to produce the data. Aiso a couple
of peaks at lo\ver frequencies afe present, as it can be seen from table 1, but they do
not appear in the spectrum due to its low resolution.
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